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Abstract
The Biometrics recognition systems act as an efficient method with broad
applications in the area of: security access control, personal identification to humancomputer communication. From other hand, some biometrics have only little variation
over the population, have large intra-variability over time, or/and are not present in all
the population. To fill these gaps, a use of multimodal biometrics is a first choice
solution [1].
This paper describes a multibiometrics method for human recognition based on
new teacher vector identified as spectrum eigenface, and spectrum eigenpalm. The
proposed combination scheme exploits parallel mode capabilities of the fusion feature
vectors in matching level and invokes certain normalization techniques that increase its
robustness to variations in geometry and illumination for face and palmprint. The
correlation distance is used as a similarity measure. A threshold value is used to
prevent the imposter for being recognized. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the new method compared to the unimodal biometrics for spectrum
eigenface/eigenpalm.
Keywords: Modeling; Ferrocement; Corrosion; Service life; Durability; Metakaolin,
Galvanized steel

ﺩﻤﺞ ﺍﻟﻭﺠﻪ ﻤﻊ ﺭﺍﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﺩ ﻟﺘﻤﻴﺯ ﺍﻻﺸﺨﺎﺹ ﺒﺄﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎل ﺍﻟﻤﺘﺠﻬﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻁﻴﻔﻴﺔ
ﺍﻟﺨﻼﺼﻪ
:ﺃﻨﻅﻤﺔ ﺘﻤﻴﺯ ﺍﻟﻤﻘﺎﻴﻴﺱ ﺍﻟﺒﺎﻴﻭﻟﻭﺠﻴﺔ ﺘﻌﻤل ﻜﻭﺴﺎﺌل ﻓﻌﺎﻟﺔ ﻤﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﺩﻴﺩ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﻁﺒﻴﻘﺎﺕ ﻓﻲ ﻤﺠـﺎﻻﺕ
 ﻤﻥ ﻨﺎﺤﻴـﺔ ﺃﺨـﺭﻯ. ﺘﻤﻴﺯ ﺍﻷﺸﺨﺎﺹ ﻋﻨﺩ ﺍﻻﺘﺼﺎل ﺒﻴﻥ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺴﻭﺏ ﻤﻊ ﺍﻹﻨﺴﺎﻥ،ﺴﺭﻴﺔ ﺴﻴﻁﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻭﺼﻭل
 ﺃﻭ ﻤﻤﻜﻥ ﺘﺘﻐﻴﺭ ﻤـﻊ،ﺒﻌﺽ ﺍﻟﻤﻘﺎﻴﻴﺱ ﺍﻟﺒﺎﻴﻭﻟﻭﺠﻴﺔ ﻗﺩ ﻻ ﺘﻜﻭﻥ ﻤﺘﻨﻭﻋﺔ ﺠﺩﺍ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻤﺎ ﺃﺨﺫﺕ ﻟﺤﺸﺩ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﺱ
 ﻭﻟﻠﺘﻐﻠﺏ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻫـﺫﻩ ﺍﻟﻤـﺸﺎﻜل ﺘـﻡ ﺍﺴـﺘﻌﻤﺎل.ﺃﻭ ﻏﻴﺭ ﻤﺘﻭﻓﺭﺓ ﻟﻠﻌﺩﻴﺩ ﻤﻥ ﺍﻷﺸﺨﺎﺹ/ ﻭ،ﻤﺭﻭﺭ ﺍﻟﺯﻤﻥ
.ﺍﻟﻤﻘﺎﻴﻴﺱ ﺍﻟﺒﺎﻴﻭﻟﻭﺠﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺘﻌﺩﺩﺓ
ﻓﻲ ﻫﺫﺍ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺙ ﻨﺴﺘﻌﺭﺽ ﻁﺭﻴﻘﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻘﺎﻴﻴﺱ ﺍﻟﺒﺎﻴﻭﻟﻭﺠﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﺘﻌﺩﺩ ﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺯ ﺍﻷﺸـﺨﺎﺹ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻤﺒﻨﻴـﺔ
 ﺍﻟﻤﺨﻁﻁ ﺍﻟﻤـﺩﻤﻭﺝ.ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﺴﺘﺨﺩﺍﻡ ﻤﺘﺠﻬﺎﺕ ﺠﺩﻴﺩﺓ ﺘﺩﻋﻰ ﻤﺤﺩﺩ ﺍﻟﻭﺠﻪ ﺍﻟﻁﻴﻔﻴﺔ ﻭﻤﺤﺩﺩ ﺭﺍﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﺩ ﺍﻟﻁﻴﻔﻴﺔ
ﻴﺴﺘﺜﻤﺭ ﻗﺎﺒﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﺍﻟﻤﺘﻭﺍﺯﻱ ﻟﻠﺩﻤﺞ ﻓﻲ ﻤﺴﺘﻭﻯ ﺍﻟﺘﻁﺎﺒﻕ ﻭﻴﺩﺨل ﻁﺭﻴﻘﺔ ﺘﺴﻭﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺘـﻲ ﺘﺯﻴـﺩ ﻤـﻥ
 ﻤـﺴﺎﻓﺔ ﺍﻻﺭﺘﺒـﺎﻁ ﺍﺴـﺘﺨﺩﻤﺕ ﻜﻤﻘﻴـﺎﺱ.ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺘﻬﺎ ﺍﺘﺠﺎﻩ ﺍﻟﺘﻐﻴﺭ ﺒﺎﻹﻀﺎﺀﺓ ﻭﻫﻨﺩﺴﺔ ﺍﻟﻭﺠﻪ ﻤﻊ ﺭﺍﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﺩ
 ﻨﺘﺎﺌﺞ ﺍﻻﺨﺘﺒﺎﺭﺍﺕ ﻋﺒﺭﺕ ﻋـﻥ ﻤـﺩﻯ. ﺘﻡ ﺍﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎل ﺤﺩ ﻟﻤﻨﻊ ﺍﻟﻤﺘﻁﻔل ﻤﻥ ﺃﻥ ﻴﻤﻴﺯ ﺩﺍﺨل ﺍﻟﻨﻅﺎﻡ.ﻟﻠﺘﺸﺎﺒﻪ
ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻁﺭﻴﻘﺔ ﺍﻟﺠﺩﻴﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﻤﻁﺒﻘﺔ ﺍﺘﺠﺎﻩ ﺍﺴﺘﻌﻤﺎل ﺍﻟﻨﻤﻭﺫﺝ ﺍﻟﺒﺎﻴﻭﻟﻭﺠﻲ ﺍﻟﻭﺍﺤﺩ ﻟﻠﻤﺤـﺩﺩ ﺍﻟﻭﺠـﻪ ﺍﻟﻁﻴﻔـﻲ ﺃﻭ
.ﻤﺤﺩﺩ ﺭﺍﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﺩ ﺍﻟﻁﻴﻔﻲ
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approaches
provide
significant
performance improvement [1].
Face and palmprint multimodal
biometrics are advantageous due to the
use of non-invasive and low-cost image
acquisition. Face and palmprint images
are easily acquired using two touchless
sensors simultaneously [1].
This paper, presents a new multimodal
biometric recognition method via face
and palmprint method. The Effective
classifiers based on spectrum eigenface,
and spectrum eigenpalm features are
constructed for faces and palmprints,
respectively. Then, the matching scores
from the two classifiers are combined
using
and
fusion
strategies.
Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the new feature vector
to the fusion model compared to the
existing unimodal for spectrum
eigenface/eigenpalm.
The remaining sections are organized as
follows: background in Section 2. The
purposed feature extraction is explained
in Section 3. The fusion system is given
in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5
conclusions to the main results
Background
Palmprint Pre-processing
A coordinate system of a palmprint is
used, via gaps between the fingers as
reference points, next central square
part is extracts, as depicted in Figure
(4), and the pre-processing algorithm is
summarized below:
Input: Palmprint image of 256 gray
levels
Output: Central square part of a
palmprint

Introduction
Unimodal biometric systems, relying on
the evidence of a single source of
biometric information for recognition,
have been successfully used in many
different application contexts. However,
a single biometric feature sometimes
fails to recognize of a person. By
combining
multiple
modalities,
enhanced performance reliability could
be achieved. Biometric systems have
four main components [1]: sensor,
feature extraction, matching-score and
decision-making modules. Multimodal
systems can be designed to operate in
five different ways as depicted in Figure
(1). From the scenarios described above
and the four important components of
biometric systems, the combination and
the fusion of the information acquired in
each stage is possible as depicted in
Figure (2)
Furthermore, from an operational
aspect, biometric systems can perform
in three different modes, as depicted in
Figure (3(a-c)), and these are [1]:
Parallel mode: This operational mode
consists in completing the combination
of the modalities simultaneously, Serial
mode: This operational mode consists in
completing the combination of the
modalities one after the others, as it
permits to reduce at the start the initial
population before the following
modality is used. Finally Hierarchical
mode: This operational mode consists in
completing the combination of the
modalities in a hierarchical scheme, like
a tree structure, when the number of
classifiers is large.
In the matching score level, methods
such as simple sum rules, weighted
averaging, product rules, k-NN
classifiers, decision trees and Bayesian
methods can be used to combine scores
obtained by biometric systems. Such

Process:
Step1: Apply a low-pass filter for the
input image.
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Step2: binarylized the palmprint image
using a threshold method.
Step3: Find the contours of the hand
shape.
Step4: Extract the anchor points, which
represent the minimum mean
radial distance from all the
points on the hand contour to
the hand centroid.
Step5: The origin of the coordinate
system is defined as the point
between index and middle
finger and the point between the
middle and pinky finger.
Step6: The slope of the line passing
through the anchor points is
determined and each hand
image is rotated in the direction
of the slope around the anchor
midpoint.
Step7: Extract a sub-image with the
fixed size on the basis of
coordinate system, which is
located at the certain part of the
palmprint.

N

X ( k ) = ∑ x( j )ψ N( j −1)(k −1) ,……… (1)
j =1

x( j ) = 1
Where
unity.

N

N∑
k =1

X (k )ψ N− ( j −1)( k −1) ,…. (2)

ψN =e

( −2πi )
N

is an Nth root of

Correlation Implementation Using
FFT
Let X, and Y be any two data sets such
that, correlations based on the FFT is
defend using three steps as:
1. By tacking the FFT of X, and the
FFT of Y,
2. Next, multiply one resulting
transform by the complex conjugate of
the other one,
3. and inverse transform the result
product such as [3]:
Corr ( X , Y) = IFFT ( FFT ( X ) * FFT (Y)) ,. (3)
Eigenvector
Eigenvector or the Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) is a statistical
measurement method, which operates in
the linear domain and can be used to
reduce the dimensionality of an image.
An image can be viewed as vectors and
represented in matrix form. This method
can be described as follows [4]:
Let I denote a n1 × n 2 gray scale image.
Represent I by a means of a vector,
x = n1 × n 2 , which can be seen as a
point in Rn . When performing PCA on
these vectors, the eigenvectors obtained
from the sample covariance matrix are
called Eigenvectors. Here are the steps
to compute these Eigenvectors:
1. Obtain an images I1, I2,..., I M .
2. Represent every image Ii as a
vector xi.

Discrete Time Fourier Transform
Signals are functions of time that have
related
to
frequency
domain
interpretation. The importance of being
able to transform between time and
frequency domains is accordingly
palpable.
For analog signals the
medium
for
performing
the
transformation is the Fourier transform
(FT), while in DSP it is the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) [2]. Once the
signal has been acquired and digitized,
it can be converted to the frequency
domain
by
using
Fast-FourierTransformed (FFT). The FFT results
can be either real and imaginary, or
magnitude and phase, functions of
frequency. The transform and inverse
transform pair given for vectors of
length N by [2]:
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average

Where r is the linear correlation
coefficient which is given by the
formula [5]:

M

∑x

……….… (4)

i

i =1

4.

Subtract
the
mean
image ϕ i = xi − ψ i ,…………. (5)
5.
Compute the
covariance
1
matrix C =
M

M

∑ϕ ϕ
n

T
n

= AA

T

∑ ( x − x)( y − y)
_

r ( X , Y) =

,...(6)

i

_

∑

i =1

∑

( xi − x) 2

i =1

n =1

6. Compute the eigenvectors ui of
AAT:
6.1 Consider matrix AAT as
an MxM matrix.
6.2
Compute
the
eigenvectors vi of AAT
such that

_

i

,….(11)
_

( y i − y) 2

i =1

_

Where x : is the mean of the vector X,
_

and y : is the mean of the vector Y.
The correlation distance determines the
genuine or forged query sample. It is
easy to verify the input pattern by a preAT Avi ⇒ µ i vi ⇒ AAT Avi = µ i Avi ⇒ Cui defined
= µ i u i threshold value T. If the value R
Where µ i = Avi ,……(7)
is smaller than threshold T, then the
owner of query sample is claimed to be
6.3 Compute the M best
individual X. Otherwise, the query
eigenvectors
of
T
sample is classified as a forged pattern.
AA : µ = Av ,… ...(8)
i

i

7. Keep only K eigenvectors.
Post-processing
A feature is normalized by scaling its
values so that they fall within a smallspecified range, such as 0 to 1. Minmax normalization performs a linear
transformation on the original data.
Suppose that mina and max are the
minimum and the maximum values for
feature A. Min-max normalization maps
a value v of A to v ′ in the range
[newmin, newmax] by computing:
v′=( (v-min)/ (max- min)) ×(newmax- newmin)+ newmin,….(9)
Eigenvector Matching
Let X and Y be two spectral eigenvector
feature vectors where, xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y,
i=1,…,n. to calculate the degree of
association, a correlation distance is
defined as[5]:

Threshold Selection
In any biometric image recognition
system, it is essential to pick a suitable
threshold (T), for good performers
results. To this end, an approach based
on
intra-class
and
inter-class
information
collected
from
the
Enrolment database. The intra-class (D)
measures the distances between images
of the same individual, therefore it gives
an indication of how similar the images
of the same individual are. The intradistance is defined as:
d ikik′ = (1 − r (Ω ik , Ω ik′ )),

Where i ∈ I

I, k ′ ∈ K ,and, K ≠ K ′ …..….(12)
The inter-class (P): The distances
between the images of an individual are
measured against the images of other
individuals in the enrolment database,
therefore it gives an indicates how
different each image of an individual is
when compared to images of other

R = 1 − r , …………………...(10)
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individuals in the enrolment database.
The inter-distance is defined as:
pikik′ = (1 − r (Ω ik , Ω jl )), ……………….(13)
Where j ∈ I , i ≠ j , and l , k ∈ K
A threshold (T) is then calculated from
intra-class and inter-class information as
described in [6]. The estimation of
threshold (T) depends mainly on the
number of images per individual in
enrolment, therefore as in [4], every
individual should have at least 4 images
for enrolment database. The algorithm
for the maximum intra-class and the
minimum inter-class calculation is
described as:
Input: I = {1,...I ′} , where I ′ = number

Output: matching result
Process:
Step1.
Compute ϕ = x - y ,……………….(14)
Step2. Compute
k

ϕ ^ = ∑ w i u i where wi = u Ti ϕ ,…(15)
i =1

Step3.
Compute D e = ϕ - ϕ ˆ ,…………..(16)
Step4. If De < T , then x is a exact
image. De : Is the distance from image
space.
The proposed Spectral Eigenvector
Feature
The new purposed idea of applying the
FFT in the implementation for
Eigenvector is by use FFT in the
implementation of the correlation, as an
alternative of conventional ideas of
converting the intensity of the image
data into the spectral domain, followed
by applying the Eigenvector. The new
purposed idea is named as the spectral
based eigenvector feature.
The correlations can be computed by
using the FFT as follows: FFT the two
data sets, multiply one resulting
transform by the complex conjugate of
the other, and inverse transform the
product. The method is implement via
the converting the input image into one
dimensional vector.
Let I denote a n1 × n 2 gray scale image.
Represent I by means of a
vector, x = n1 × n 2 , which can be seen
as a point in Rn . Here are the steps to
computing these Eigenvectors:
1. Obtain face images I1, I2,., I M .
2. Represent every image Ii as a
vector xi,
3. Compute the average image

of individuals, K = {1,..., K ′} , where
K ′ = number of images per individual,
Fik= image feature vector i ∈ I and k ∈
K
Ω = feature matrices of training images
for each image
Output: Dmax= Maximum intra-class, and
P min= minimum inter-class
Process:
Step1: Do while the (Fik ≠ 0)
Step2: Compute the intra distances, and
the inter distances
Step3: End of while
Step4: Store the intra-class (D), and the
inter-class (P) in ascending order
Step5: Compute Dmax, and P min .
Step6: End.
Eigenvector Recognition Process
An unknown query image can be
represented as a linear combination of
the best K Eigenvectors of the obtaining
eigenvectors for a given dataset. In
image recognition, the eigenvectors are
used once again in order to compute a
distance from the query in the image
space. The algorithm is summarized
below:
Input: an unknown image vector x

ψ =
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image

ϕ i = xi − ψ i
5. Compute the covariance matrix

C = IFF ( FF (ϕ ) FF (ϕ T )) = AAT
6. Compute the eigenvectors ui of
AAT:
6.1 Consider matrix AAT as a
M × M matrix.
6.2 Compute the eigenvectors vi
of AAT such that:

AT Avi ⇒µivi ⇒ AAT Avi = µi Avi ⇒Cui = µiui
Where µ i = Avi
6.3 Compute the M best
eigenvectors of AAT:

µ i = Avi

7. Keep only K eigenvectors.
Fusion System Using Spectrum
Eigenvector Features
The proposed multimodal biometric
system based on the fusion of face and
palmprint at the matching score level as
depicted in Figure (5). Firstly, effective
face and palmprint spectral eigenvector
features are extracted for matching as
illustrated in section 4.1.1. By
comparing with the templates stored in
the database as illustrated in section
4.1.2, the matching scores of each
classifier are generated. Then, the
scores output from the two classifiers
are combined using several fusion
strategies to give a unique matching
score. Finally, the result class label is
presented.
Scheme Phases
Training Phase
A 100 palmprint images and 100 face
images are collect from 10 individuals,
a sample of the images are depicted in
Figure (5(a-f)), 4 of them are female, 6

of them are male. Each of them is asked
to provide abut 10 images for their left
palm, and 10 images for their faces.
Originally, the collect samples of the
palm have size, 584 × 484 pixels with
75dpi
resolution.
The
gathered
palmprints
samples
belong
to
individuals place their hands freely on
the platform of the scanner when
scanned. This results in palmprint
images with different shifts and
rotation.
Therefore,
some
preprocessing operations are required to
correct the orientation of the image.
Next, a sub-image which represents the
central part of the palm is extracted so
that the feature extraction process can
be performed on a fixed size of image.
The size of the central part for each
palmprint image is 256 × 256 pixels.
A spectrum eigenpalms is applied. A
min-max normalization take place to
convert the result feature vector to an
element between [0,1]. The results
normalized feature vector is labeled
manually, and 40 samples (4 for each
individual) where used to form a
database, which named the Enrollment
Database EDB1, the other 60 samples
where used to perform the recognition.
A threshold value T, is computed using
the intra-classes and inter-classes, T =
0.755 and stored in the EDB1 for the
recognition phase.
Originally, the collected images of the
faces are in PGM format, with a size of
each image is 112x92, 8-bit grey levels.
A spectrum eigenfaces is applied. A
min-max normalization take place to
convert the result feature vector to an
element between [0,1]. The results
normalized feature vector is labeled
manually, and 40 samples (4 for each
individual) where used to form a
database, which named the Enrollment
Database EDB2, the other 60 samples
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where used to perform the recognition.
A threshold value T, is computed using
the intra-classes and inter-classes, T =
0.81 and stored in the EDB2 for the
recognition phase.
Recognition Phase
A comparison based on using the
correlation distance for each of the rest
60 query samples for the palm with the
other 40 reference in EDB1, also a
comparison based on using the
correlation distance for each of the rest
60 query samples for the face with the
other 40 reference in EDB2.
The output of a recognition system is a
list of sorted reference images in
descending order by similarity with the
testing image. That means, the reference
image on the top of the list has the
highest similarity (lowest distance) with
the testing image. Recognition accuracy
is defined as follows:
Recognitio
n accuracy=

parallel mode capabilities of the fusion
feature vectors in matching level and
invokes
certain
normalization
techniques that increase its robustness
to variations in geometry and
illumination for face and palmprint.
Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the new method
compared to the existing unimodal for
spectrum eigenface/eigenpalm. The
recognition system is implemented
using Matlab 7 as programming
language and uses of 100 pairs of image
one for the palmprint and the other for
the face for 10 individuals. The
recognition accuracy is calculated for
the palm classifier and is find to be
equal 97.5 %, face classifier is find to
be equal 98.3 %, and combined
classifier is find to be equal 99 %.
The multimodality biometrics methods
present an appropriate measure to
oppose against spoof attacks, as it is
hard to counterfeit several modalities at
the same time, to circumvent a system.
They also present an adapted solution to
the limitations of universality, as even if
a biometrics is not possessed by an
individual, the other(s) modality (ies)
can still be used.
The gathered palmprints images belong
to individuals place their hands freely
on the platform of the scanner when
scanned. This results in palmprint
images with different shifts and
rotation. Therefore, some preprocessing
operations are required to correct the
orientation of the image. Next, a subimage which represents the central part
of the palm is extracted so that the
feature extraction process can be
performed on a fixed size.
The min-max normalization helps to
prevent features with initially large
ranges from outweighing features with
initially smaller ranges, and also this

Numberof correctedmatches
× 100%.
TotalNumberof matches

..(17)
The corrected matching means that the
reference image on the top of the list is
the testing image. The results of each
classifier are depicted in Table (1), and
the results of the combined face and
palmprint is depicted in Table (2).
The recognition accuracy is calculated
using equation 17 for the palm classifier
is find equal 97.5 %, face classifier is
find equal 98.3 %, and combined
classifier is find equal 99 %.
Conclusions
This paper describes a method of fusion
face and palmprint for human
recognition based on a new feature
vectors
identified
as
spectrum
eigenface, and spectrum eigenpalm. The
proposed combination scheme exploits
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step is necessary for the combination in
the matching level. To reduce system
complexity, we adopt horizontal
projection to obtain 1-D energy profile
signal. To exploit the benefits driving
from concentrated energy, every
column is accumulated as energy signal.
The correlation distance is used to
calculate the intra-class, and inter-class
which is the bass for calculation the
threshold value, and find the correct
recognition of each individual. The
thresholds value is important to prevent
the imposter from being recognized.
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Table (1): Depict the success recognition for each classified.
Sample11

Recognition

Sample12

Sample13

Sample14

Sample15

Sample16

Sample17

Sample18

Sample19

Sample110

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

10/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

11/122

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

11/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

11/22

12/12

Accuracy
Of the palm

Recognition
Accuracy
Of the face
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Table (2): Depict the combined recognition results
Palm1

Palm2

Palm3

Palm4

Palm5

Palm6

Palm7

Palm8

Palm9

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Palm10
&

Face1

Face2

Face3

Face4

Face5

Face6

Face7

Face8

Face

Face

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

1/12

12/12

12/12

12/12

12/122

12/12

Recognition Accuracy
Using the sum

Figure (1): Combination schemes [1].
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Figure (2): Fusion levels possibilities [1], a: feature level,
b: matching level, c: decision level
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Figure (3(a-e)): the preprocessing steps

Figure (4): The multimodal biometric system of face and palmprint.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure (5(a-f)): Shows typical images from the databases.
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